This kit contains:
A complete kit AML-90 in resin (Lebanese Army, Kataeb ,...).
A figurine in resin.
A manual of assembly in two sheets first side / reverse.
In this manual of assemblage you will find:
-On the first sheet: the manual step by step. Each picture represents a step and parts required for
each step are indicated at the top left of each picture (part number relating to the nomenclature of
second sheet).
- On the second sheet: you will find the nomenclature that is to be placed next to the sheet for
assembly in refer to each number.
So a historical text
Useful Advises:
This kit is not recommended for children under 10 years. Keep out of reach of children. They
should not be allowed to ingest small pieces or manipulate the plastic bags in any way.
It Is recommande to use the glue cyanoacrylate.
Historic:
The light armored car (AML) is designed by the French firm Panhard, in the 1960s. The AML-90 is
equipped with a 90mm gun.
The version presented by Miniature Model is an AML 90 Lynx, with a 90mm gun GiatF1, a laser
rangefinder and night vision equipment. The turret of this version is of design Hispano-Suiza.
Used by the Lebanese army whose ninth brigade or in regiments of commandos. It is still used
today in the Lebanese army.
This vehicle will be used during the wars of Lebanon (1975-1990) by various Lebanese militias
like the Kataeb, Lebanese Arab Army (ALA) or within the Arab Deterrin Force (ADF).
Moreover, the AML-90, in its original version, will be used in the IDF, as in the Battle of Karameh
in 1968.
More than forty countries will use this vehicle in their army, including France, Chad, Djibouti,
Ivory Coast, Sudan, Spain .....
Some examples of camouflage possible for this kit:

Lebanese
Army
IDF

Peinture Tamiya
XF-2 – XF 57
(avant 1975)
Humbrol: 84

Site d’information
Book’s Samer Kassis, “30 Years of military vehicles in
Lebanon”, available on Model Miniature Store.
http://www.tsahal-miniature.com/coloris.peinture.html
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